RHYC Clean Boating Guide
The following guidelines have been abstracted from the Clean Boater Handbook, published by
Ontario Boating.
Let’s begin by taking inventory of our favorite stuff in the cleaning locker. Does each container
living there bear an EcoLogo?
The EcoLogo symbol identifies that the product has been certified by
Environment Canada’s Environmental Choice Program. It ensures the
product meets the following criteria:
•
•
•

It has been produced in an environmentally responsible manner in a
certified manufacturing facility.
It is certified to cause the least possible environmental impact.
It accomplishes this while performing the task it was designed to do.

EcoLogo products are available for most cleaning and maintenance chores aboard and a
complete list is available at www.environmentalchoice.ca. For normal cleaning and boat
maintenance use the EcoLogo product designated for the task at hand or one the alternatives
following table.

Cleaning Alternatives
Instead Of:

Use:

Detergents and Soaps

Lots of elbow grease

Bleach

Hydrogen peroxide or borax

Scouring

Salt or baking soda

Cleaning And Polishing Alternatives
Target:

Use:

Aluminum

Two tbsps cream of tartar in 1 litre hot water
Wipe clean

Brass

Paste made from equal parts vinegar/salt/water
Leave on 10 minutes, clean with soft cloth

Chrome / Metal

Cider vinegar to clean, baby oil to polish

Copper

Paste made from lemon juice and salt
Leave 10 minutes, wipe with soft cloth

Wood Polish
(unvarnished interior)

3 parts olive oil and 1 part vinegar

Fiberglass Stains

Paste made from baking soda

Varnish Cleaner

Wipe with 50/50 vinegar/water solution

Windows

8 to 1 water/vinegar solution

Floor Cleaner

40 to 1 water/vinegar solution

Head Cleaner

Baking soda – scrub with brush – 1 cup vinegar left overnight will
remove stains and salts

Shower

Apply baking soda to wet surface
Scour with cloth - rinse

Refrigerator / Cooler

Wipe with wet cloth dipped in baking soda

Drain Opener

Dismantle and clean or replace

Mildew Remover

Mix paste – 50/50 lemon juice
or vinegar and salt

Other Products
Holding Tanks

Use environmentally safe products – do not use products containing
formaldehyde

Antifreeze

Nontoxic antifreeze is not environmentally safe.
Drain systems, and use none, or recycle whatever type you use

Canvas and Sails

Several EcoLogo cleaning products are available

1. Boat Cleaning In The Water
Many products traditionally used in the past to clean hulls and decks contain such chemicals as
ammonia, phosphates and chlorine. None of these products should be released into the water.
If your boat received the recommended wax coating before launch, only fresh water should be
required for summer cleaning. We can even eliminate the need for fresh water rinsing and
preserve water by mopping down the decks before the dew dries in the morning.
Galley
Several EcoLogo products are available for dishwashing and general cleanup in the galley area.
Avoid products with baseless claims such as biodegradable, low phosphate or environmentally
friendly unless you thoroughly research the ingredients. Limit the amount of water you use in
sinks. Consider wiping greasy utensils and dishes with paper before washing, to reduce
quantities of detergent required for proper cleaning.
2. Bilge
Engine room checks before setting out on any trip, no matter how short, should be routine. At
minimum, oil and coolant levels should be checked, along with a quick visual of belts and
accessories.
Any bilge fouling needs immediate attention. If oil is present,
the cause should be identified and repaired. Minor spills may
be wiped up, but major quantities will require hauling the boat
with cleaning done ashore. The residue can be disposed of
as hazardous waste. Under no circumstances should fouled
bilges be cleaned with bilge cleaner and then the mess
pumped overboard. EcoLogo bilge cleaners do prevent
hazardous petrochemical deposits while "eating" the oil
rather than emulsifying it. If all appears normal, check the
condition of the bilge sock or blanket you installed in the
spring. If it is oil soaked, install a new one.
•

It is important to note that boat owners are liable for any pollutant discharge from their boat,
even if they are not on board at the time of discharge!

3. Refueling – Avoid Spills
Each marina/yacht club is responsible for refueling, and customers are not permitted to perform
this procedure. Please follow all requests from the staff as they have your interest and safety as
their top priority. Refueling from portable containers should not be permitted, as the possibility of
spillage is great. This practice does occur in some yacht clubs, and these clubs must adopt
written procedures agreed to by all members, to prevent accidental spillage.
Inboard Tanks
Is your boat one of the many that spits fuel from the vent fitting during refueling? If it does,
consider one of the following remedies. A Davis No-Spill bottle fastens with suction cups over

the fuel vent and any fuel spit-back is collected instead of causing that dreaded slick on the
water. In 2002, the Canadian Safe Boating Council awarded this item the "Best New
Environmental Product" award and if your marina/ yacht club isn’t using one, ask why they
aren’t. Better still, buy one and carry it with you, but make sure no gasoline residue is left in it
before stowing it back on board. For a more permanent fix, Racor makes a trap for the vent line
or Perko makes a fuel fill deck fitting with a built-in vent that directs fuel back to the tank. The
latter still requires strict attention, to avoid some spillage.
•

It is important to note once again, that one litre of fuel contaminates 20,000 litres of water.
Imagine what some inconsiderate, unaware, ill-informed gas-dock attendant could
accomplish in a bad day on the job!

Avoid Overfilling
Avoid filling the tank to the brim if the boat is not to be used right away. Heat will expand the fuel
in the tank, forcing it out the vent. Remember to run the bilge blower for 5 minutes before
starting engines after refueling.
Marinas in the Clean Marine Program should be adhering to these procedures, but you should
insist these practices are followed.
Fueling With Inboard Tanks
Before Refueling:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure boat is securely moored to dock.
Ensure emergency absorbent materials are present.
Estimate quantity of fuel required. (If the pump shows you have put 200 litres of fuel in 150
litre tank, you will be in great difficulty)
Install No-Spill bottle or pad over fuel vent.
Use absorbent donut around nozzle or at least
have a rag at hand to wipe minor spills.
Switch off all electrical devices.
Close all ports and hatches.
Ensure no smoking in fuel dock area.
Ensure everyone is off boat.
Do not leave boat.
Do not overfill.

After Re-Fueling:
•
•
•
•

Remove No-Spill bottle and dump collected fuel back into tank.
Install deck fitting tightly.
There should be no spills, but clean any minor ones immediately.
Run bilge blower for 5 minutes before starting engines.

Portable Fuel Tanks
All portable fuel tanks must be taken ashore and placed on absorbent pads or trays to collect
any gasoline spilled accidentally. Tanks must be approved by the Canadian Standards

Association, and remember overfilled tanks will expand and leak when the temperature rises
and spill into the boat causing environmental and explosion dangers.
Tanks must be approved by the Canadian Standards Association, and remember overfilled
tanks will expand and leak when the temperature rises and spill into the boat causing
environmental and explosion dangers.
Fuel Spillage
Any fuel spilled must be reported to marina or Yacht Club management. It should be cleaned
up with absorbent materials from the Emergency Spills Kit stored at the fuel dock. All used
materials must be stored in a sealed container for disposal as contaminated waste.
•

NOTE: DO NOT SPRAY DETERGENT ON THE WATER TO DISPERSE FUEL SPILLS.
THE DETERGENT IS WORSE THAN THE FUEL!

Fuel Waste – Avoid It
To avoid wasting valuable fuel and producing excess exhaust emissions, do not leave engines
idling for extended periods. If you need another reason for a new boat or new engine, one
advantage of new technology fuel injected engines is they start without fuss and idle
immediately, without extended warmup time. Just untie your lines and set off, but do not
run at high speeds until the engine/engines have reached normal operating temperature.
4. Holding Tank Pumping Black Water Tanks
It is important to note that portable heads or Porta-Potties are NOT permitted in Ontario waters
unless they are permanently fastened in place and fitted with a deck-mounted pump-out
discharge fitting. It is NOT permitted to remove toilet waste from a boat other than through a
deck fitting by means of a shore-based pumping system. Sea outlets for a head and/or holding
tank must have no physical connection to an overboard discharge valve. Y-valves must be
either removed or sealed in a position that allows raw sewage to enter the black-water holding
tank only. The introduction of bacteria into the water column is a great danger. These very small
organisms can cause diarrhea, hepatitis, salmonella poisoning or other illnesses, even death, if
ingested by anyone swimming or using polluted water as their drinking source.
Marinas normally perform this least desirable of tasks, but if you are responsible for doing your
own pumping at your yacht club, some very specific rules must be followed.
Before Starting To Pump Tanks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Securely moor boat to dock.
Wear waterproof gloves.
Ensure pump-out tank is not full.
Open deck fitting slowly to allow any pressure to release.
Fasten deck fitting and ensure all suction hose connections are secure.
Have sponge and water bucket at hand to clean up small spills.
Pour rinse water through head.

After Pumping Is Completed:
•
•
•

Do not dangle hose in water body, but rinse from water bucket
Place fittings in water bucket (With mild disinfectant solution)
Install deck fitting

Cleaning Holding Tanks:
•
•
•
•

Use only water hose labeled for this purpose, NOT DRINKING WATER HOSE!
Use as little water as possible
Thoroughly wash hands when finished
NOTE: Only use holding tank products that are the least harmful to the environment.
Environment Canada and Health Canada have determined that exposure to formaldehyde
may increase the risk of cancer in humans. Disinfectants containing formaldehyde have also
been demonstrated to affect the efficiency of septic systems and sewage treatment plants.
There are several holding tank products available that have been EcoLogo certified.

5. Food And Beverages Packaging
Whether planning for a day on the water or an extended cruise, a little preparation when
packing can reduce the need for limited garbage storage capacity on most boats.

Everything from snacks to gourmet meal ingredients can be removed from store packaging and
taken aboard in sealed reusable containers. These containers are available in many sizes, are
more compact and easier to store. Even fresh vegetables may be cleaned and prepared at
home to avoid garbage aboard. The packaging can go into your blue box at home and you will
not have to carry the smelly stuff around looking for a disposal site. If you do have vegetable
scraps and cigarette butts, keep them on board. Fish and birds do not enjoy a smoke.
Remember that everything that goes aboard must be returned to shore. Better yet, bring back
more than you take out. Stow all loose items, plastic bags and cups, pop can rings, etc. so they
can’t blow overboard.
Marinas or yacht clubs and most municipalities now have both garbage and recyclable
containers available for proper disposal ashore. Beverages in cans cool faster than bottles and
when crushed, take little storage space. The next best solution would be large plastic bottles,
again easily crushed for storage and recycling ashore. Many environmentalists discourage
these choices in favor of reusable glass bottles but both are now recyclable, and the possibility
of glass breakage aboard creates a safety hazard.

